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N2

This answer does not provide sufficient evidence for an Achievement grade. The
response demonstrates some relevant skills in using the supply model, but neither
axes is labelled correctly. The y axis should be labelled Price ($/kg), and the x axis
should be labelled Quantity (000kgs). The shift along the curve is shown accurately
and appropriately. Although the candidate records the law of supply incorrectly,
referring to demand, this is corrected soon after. The candidate does not provide
accurate data from the resource, and this prevents the award of that merit point.
The law of supply is explained by saying that producers’ main goal is to earn
money/ or income, showing some understanding of producers’ motivation, but the
idea of profitability was needed. The discussion about how a change in the price of
cherries affects supply of a related good is marred by an incorrect definition of a
related good.

M6

This answer demonstrates the candidate’s ability to explain links between economic
concepts and producer choices, which gains it a merit level grade. The answer
describes what Cade would have to do (hire helicopters), to prevent frost harming
cherries as they grow, and links this action to the increasing cost of production. The
candidate also explains that the frost itself will also affect supply, because some
cherries might not be saved from frost damage. The candidate clearly understands
that both frost and frost prevention will contribute to the decrease in supply, and this
is correctly shown as a leftwards shift of the supply curve. This was an excellent
feature of the answer. Although it is noted that profitability will be affected, it needs
to be stated that this will decrease profitability. And this limited the mark awarded. A
good flow-on effect is provided, and a valid reason given.

A4

This answer provides sufficient evidence for an Achievement grade. The candidate
correctly moves the supply curve to the right, showing that new technology would
cause an increase in supply. Although neither technology nor productivity is well
defined, the candidate understands that productivity will improve because the
technology will speed up the time it takes to supply cherries. A strength of the work
is that the candidate does not rely on the words from the resource material, but
uses ideas from the material to construct an answer. A valid flow-on effect is
described, providing sufficient evidence that the candidate can identify impacts of
technology. This answer does not reach Merit level, because explanations are
lacking. Instead, statements are made about links between concepts. For instance,
it does not explain how or why new technology speeds up production, and the
explanation for the flow-on effect is vague.

